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Dear Farooq, 

 

No trim number on paperwork. 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed upgrade of Bigge Park and my apologies for missing the cut-off 

time for the submissions. If however this is not to be accepted could this be forwarded through the CBD committee?  The 

historically significant nature/feel of this park and the original purpose and design where possible should be maintained 

however there are some proposals to which I’d like to comment. 

 

Firstly:  I support the upgrade and look forward to the improvements. In fairness and for ease of discussion I’d like to 

address some matters according to the description in the plan e.g.; proposal to realign the raised pedestrian crossing at the 

TAFE and entrance to the park. I disagree with the idea of moving the crossing, my reason being that for safety of small 

children etc accessing the pedestrian crossing the alignment should be as with all school accesses, that is not directly in line 

with school gates: In this instance I believe we would be better served by redirecting pedestrian traffic by the installation of 

fencing similar to that used in the CBD. This would guide the pedestrian traffic to the raised crossing and eliminate any 

chance of a small child exiting the park onto the road directly thereby slowing them down. This has two benefits 1) the 

installation of fences would be cheaper and in character with the fences in Bigge Street near the railway and secondly 

redirection of the pedestrians would remove any accidental crossing of smaller children who may be in the park. I am not 

suggesting a fence be installed along the entire length of College Street, merely either side of the pedestrian crossing 

guiding walkers towards the crossing as has been done in Bigge Street.     

 

I notice there are a number of trees to be removed. If these are healthy trees is their removal necessary, being a park I 

would think having more trees in preference to less is desirable. In other words is it totally necessary that they be removed. 

Shade area in a park should be encouraged even though in this instance the pathway would be removed and in light of any 

future events at the park would they be intrusive. 

 

Provision of public toilets and facilities, this is always an emotive and conflicting matter as the ongoing cost of maintaining 

public facilities and the need to make them both vandal proof and unattractive to the questionable members of the 

community i.e. drug users, dealers etc however with a major transport/bus terminal at the south end of the park I feel 

there should be consideration to providing some facilities for both park users and travellers.  The installation of a new 

coffee shop at the tennis courts and the proposal of installing a kiosk or café at the hospital end would make the park a 

desirable location to rest and recuperate from either visiting patients at the hospital or with passengers arriving and leaving 

the LGA via the terminal. There are several options now available to council that would provide minimal maintenance and 

provide facilities to the community, one example are the new toilets being installed at Cabramatta Railway station. 
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In the design perspectives diagrams the installation of a mobility access is terrific, I am however concerned that using large 

closed –concrete/marble appearance sheets for walls would be attractive to both graffitists and a haven for some wishing 

to avoid detection or loitering, I would there for suggest a more open option in the style (not necessarily the same 

materials) be considered as at the Liverpool library ramp, it is open and doesn’t allow for the options listed above.  I do 

agree that the open stair access is both attractive and inviting and the installation would be a real asset to the park. The 

ornamental balustrades indicated on the option page could be ideal and in fitting with the style of the park. 

 

Park furniture upgrade is essential however I’d be keen to hear why we’ve not explored or reasons why we’ve not 

considered the recycled plastic furniture now available. The fencing used at the Edwin wheeler park clearly shows its 

viability and longevity.  Timber although very attractive does lend itself to fire, weather damage and engraving, all of which 

renders it unattractive and in some cases unusable and often costly to repair. 

 

I strongly support any options that make the area directly around the Anzac memorial as a place of solace or reflection, on 

several occasions I’ve noticed young men and some children using the area for soccer matches etc and I feel this distracts 

from the real purpose of the area and a contemplative area would best suit the real purpose of this section of the park. If 

the whole park didn’t provide accessibility for such games it would perhaps be not so important but the size of the park 

does allow for a section specifically designed respectfully for reflection and contemplation. (Option No 3 with the low 

planting being continued along the western side of the memorial garden) 

 

The proposals for the TG Scott memorial are great and anything that would highlight that entrance would be an asset. 

 

The planting of additional trees and circular seating are a real plus and should be a priority. 

 

The areas of soft fall play centre’s for the children will make the park far more inviting for many families who now live in the 

many apartments around the hospital precinct and that there be two, one close to the hospital and the café are also a 

strong design asset. It is heart warming to watch the many, many families who use and enjoy Apex Park of an afternoon 

and this should be a desired outcome for Bigge Park as well. 

 

Whilst I’m not a garbage bin specialist, I would have thought the newer recycle style bins being trialled in the CBD may have 

been a better option for the park, their design seems less likely for vandalism than that of the open style, albeit slightly 

more attractive version shown on the last page of options and certainly less inclined for fire matters or heavy dumping. 

 

The upgrade of the entrances at Bigge & Elizabeth and College & Elizabeth are great especially with the provision as 

mentioned above as an option for disabled access. 

 

I support the discussion in the committee that the shell be maintained and the discussion suggesting that it could provide a 

‘backstage’ area to a larger stage for larger civic events or performances. 

 

Option 1 -7 supported with Option 3 adjustment to the addition of more planting on the western side of the memorial 

garden as suggested above. 

 

Option 8 supported with the consideration of balustrade rather than fencing as discussed above. 

Option 9 strongly supported with the inclusion of the fencing to guide walkers to use both pedestrian crossings and new 

walkways  

 

Option 10-25 supported with consideration of ideas above. 

  

Lastly while not directly part of the park upgrade but for future consideration, that provision be made to have the walkway 

between the buildings on Bigge Street (north end) and the now car rental property purchased for the convenience of those 
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people using the car park and visiting the hospital. This could be re-established and (when viable) purchased from the 

present owners as an asset. The warren service way car park has a pedestrian access stairway located at the north end of 

the car park and opening it up to commuters, visitors and patients accessing the medical precinct could direct more and 

more residents to the car park, where now they have to exit via the ground floor and walk around the entire block (south) 

past the senior citizens hall and the all the way back past the buildings north back into the medical precinct. I understand 

the land is owned by others however when negotiations take place for the development of that large block this could be a 

consideration. This option would do a number of things, increase use of the warren car park, reduce the circling of traffic 

looking for street parking and provide another parking station for the visitors of the hospital.  

 

Congratulations to the staff for putting together this proposal. I am hopeful the community has seen the benefits and 

engaged in the overall conversation of the upgrade of Bigge Park.  Once again I apologise for my tardy response. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signe Westerberg 

CBD Committee member 

 

 


